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ABSTRACT 
 

In atmospheric dispersion both deterministic and probabilistic approached have been used for addressing 
design and regulatory concerns. In context of deterministic calculations the amount of pollutants dispersion in the 
atmosphere is an important area wherein different approaches are followed in development of good analytical 
model. The analysis based on Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) codes offer an opportunity of model 
development based on first principles of physics and hence such models have an edge over the existing models. In 
context of probabilistic methods applying risk based inspection (wherein consequence of failure from each 
component needs to be assessed) are becoming popular. Consequence evaluation in a process plant is a crucial task. 
Often the number of components considered for life management will be too huge. Also consequence evaluation of 
all the components proved to be laborious task. The present paper is the results of joint collaborative work from 
deterministic and probabilistic modelling group working in the field of atmospheric dispersion. Even though API 
581 has simplified qualitative approach, regulators find the some of the factors, in particular, quantity factor, not 
suitable for process plants. Often dispersion calculations for heavy gas are done with very simple model which can 
not take care of density based atmospheric dispersion.  This necessitates a new approach with a CFD based technical 
basis is  proposed, so that the range of quantity considered along with factors used can be justified. The present 
paper is aimed at bringing out some of the distinct merits and demerits of the CFD based models. A brief account of 
the applications of such CFD codes reported in literature is also presented in the paper. This paper describes the 
approach devised and demonstrated for the said issue with emphasis of CFD calculations. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 

The rapid growth in technological advancements has led to steep rise in various industries the world over, 
all aimed towards improving the quality of life. However, the consequent deterioration in the quality of environment 
also became unavoidable if not altogether uncontrollable. In India, the rising levels of air pollution have now been 
identified as one of the potential threats to the health of urban population. Besides the pollution threat from the 
normal industrial operations and other regular polluting sources, the accounts of damages caused by accidental 
release of harmful chemicals are well known; the Bhopal tragedy in 1986 is only one of such examples. No wonder, 
the atmospheric dispersion of pollutants in the form of solid particulates, chemical vapours of condensing nature or 
in gaseous form has been one of the key issues which attracted the attention of researchers even as early as first half 
of the last century. The modeling approaches for atmospheric dispersions have undergone evolutionary changes over 
the last 50 years or so and these are seen to be reviewed in open literature from time to time (Turner 1973[1], Turner 
1985[2] and Wilson 1993[3]). In the last decade, use of the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) based models are 
also seen to be rising. The high computational powers provided by the latest high end computational machines 
together with applications of advanced numerical techniques have made it possible to analyse the complex pollutant 
dispersion studies to a significant details never thought before. However, the use of CFD based techniques could be 
wonderful tools if employed with proper understanding of associated fluid dynamics and various dispersion 
mechanisms in the context of problem to be analyzed. 
 
EXISTING MODELS – A BRIEF ACCOUNT 
 
Historically, diffusion theory based calculation used in gas warfare during World War I remained employed for 
quite some time for the pollutant dispersion studies. A practical approach suggested by F. Pasquill in 1961 [4] was to 
use Gaussian framework for dispersion, with assigned values of dispersion coefficients derived empirically from 
curve fits to experimental data and a designation of mixing conditions based on stability scale. Today there are many 
variations on this theme adapted for rural/urban/coastal/valley perturbations using expressions regressed against 
additional field or laboratory data.  These expressions have bee integrated into large numerical air-pollution 
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programs which consider details of local climatology, release conditions, atmospheric chemistry, etc.  (Hanna 
1982[5]; Turner 1994[6]; Venkatram & Wyngaard 1988[7]; Zanetti 1990[8]). Wind tunnel based modeling has been 
used for stack modeling. In summary, some of the widely used methods for modeling of dispersion of pollutants in 
atmosphere can be listed as ; a) Empirical rules, b) Gaussian methods, c) Modified Gaussian Methods, d) Isolated 
geometry models, e) Street canyon Models, f) Physical Methods and so on. A brief account of some of the 
prominent model, in no case an exhaustive study, is presented below. Some of the reported models, to name a few, 
are; Industrial Short Complex-Short Term (ISCST3) (USEPA, 1995a)[9], Complex Terrain Dispersion Model plus 
(CTDMPLUS) algorithms for unstable situations (Perry, 1989[10]), Offshore and Coastal Dispersion (OCD) model 
(DiCristogara & Hanna, 1989)[11], CALPUFF model (USEPA, 1995b)[12]. The ISCST3 model is a popular 
Gaussian model designed to predict short-duration (hours), short-range (1–10 km) concentrations of pollutants from 
industrial sources. The model CTDMPLUS has capability of accounting more complex terrains. The OCD model 
was developed to assess the impact of offshore emissions on the air quality of coastal region and had special 
algorithms to account for atmospheric conditions unique to the coastal environment. The CALPUFF model is not a 
Gaussian model; rather it tracks ‘‘puffs’’ of pollutants through a temporally and spatially changing atmosphere. The 
CALPUFF model still uses empirical plume rise formulae and simplified rules to track the pollutants over terrain 
features such as hills and mountains. Integrated plume and puff diffusion with application of CFD has also been 
tried by Akira Mori, 2000 [13].The potential shortcomings of these types of models are their empirical nature rather 
than exploitation of the first principles. It could be erroneous in many complex situations to predict the plume rise 
based on empirical correlations. Such calculations would further lead to substantial errors in the predicted downwind 
concentration values. In the case of stagnant environment with isothermal emissions, the Gaussian models can be 
expected to give a reasonable answer. However, if the plume comes with little initial velocity or the plume is 
thermal and entering into a real environment the dynamics of the plume-induced flow field must be included in the 
simulation. Simple empirical expressions often include entrainment parameters calibrated for different source 
characteristics, but these usually do not encompass the regime of large, buoyancy-dominated plumes. 

 
COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS (CFD) BASED MODELLING 
 

As mentioned above the analysis based on the first principles employing conservation laws of mass, 
momentum and species should offer substantial improvements in the pollutant dispersion calculations over the so far 
adopted empirical framework. Such governing set of equations, although highly complex, can be best tools to 
include even many of the complex issues listed earlier. The CFD based models, therefore have an edge over the 
existing non-CFD based models in several respects. The CFD codes have been widely used to model various types 
of pollutant dispersion problems. At BARC; CFD codes are in use for quite some time (Sharma et al. 2004[14]; 
Sharma et al. 2007[15]; Gera et al. 2008[16]; Sharma et al. 2009[17]). CFD forward computation coupled with 
signature analysis and neural networks for inverse source term estimation have also been used by author in other 
paper (Sharma et al. 2010[18]) 
 
INTRODUCTION TO RISK BASED INSPECTION 
 

Risk is a measure of the potential loss occurring due to natural or human activities. It is expressed as a 
combination of the probability or frequency of the hazard and its consequences. In engineering systems, risk 
analysis is performed to measure the amount of potential loss and more importantly the elements of the system that 
contribute most to such losses. Risk can be quantified in terms of various consequences such as damage, toxic, 
economic etc. According to the consequence of interest, risk is evaluated. Risk analysis finds a major place in 
decision making, for operation, maintenance and regulatory activities. This methodology has been applied in 
planning maintenance activities such as testing time, repair time, inspection interval etc. When these concepts are 
applied to inspection planning, the activity is termed as Risk based inspection. Risk Based Inspection (RBI) is a 
method for using risk as a basis for prioritizing and managing the efforts of an inspection program. Risk Based 
Inspection focuses the utilization of risk quantification in formulating an In-Service Inspection (ISI) plan thereby 
emphasizing the importance of surveillance and maintenance activities on plant risk. RBI was able to establish an 
effective structural integrity management programme, which reduces plant down time, industry and regulatory 
burdens, and continue to maintain plant safety. Oil & Gas industries and Chemical plants have successfully adopted 
this methodology to certain extent. For these industries, consequence analysis has been carried out based on cost 
involved in the event of failure and quantity of release of hazardous substances to the environment. This has 
eventually led to systematic development of documents such as Base Resource Document by American Petroleum 
Institute, API 581, etc. (Jovanovic, 2003 [19]; Duthie et al. 1998[20]; Vinod 2004 [21]). 
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APPLICATION OF RBI IN PROCESS PLANTS 
 

RBI methodology was applied to H2S based Process Plant, which was currently inspected based on ASME 
Section XI guidelines. H2S is highly toxic and inflammable. Accidental release of even a small amount of H2S has 
enormous consequence on plant personnel and public in surrounding apart from production, repair and maintenance 
losses. With this in view, extensive ISI has been carried out on all toxic element-carrying components. This often 
results in carrying out excessive inspection. In addition to this there is a possibility of ineffective inspection being 
carried out in some components carrying toxic gas. Risk prioritization of these components enable to determine the 
optimum level of inspection or inspection effectiveness required to maintain the risk at its present level as the 
component ages. Under the frame work of Risk Based Inspection, estimation of failure probability of components 
and their consequence needs to be evaluated. Initially, damage to the equipment and impact of toxic release to public 
were considered. 

 
ESTIMATION OF FAILURE PROBABILITY OF COMPONENTS 
 

This evaluation was carried out using two approach:  
(i) Statistical modelling for Equipments such as towers, heat exchangers, etc.  
(ii) Remaining Life Model for pipelines.  
 
Failure data collected from plant have been statistically analysed by Bayesian updating technique and 

generic values are taken from API 581. ANSI /ASME B31G model has been used to estimate the remaining strength 
of pipeline containing corrosion defects. All the failure pressure models are concerned with the estimation of 
remaining strength but not the failure probability of pipelines containing corrosion defects. For this purpose, 
reliability analyses are required to assess the remaining life of corroded pipelines with further corrosion growth. 
First Order Reliability Method (FORM) has been used for reliability analysis of pipelines. The main assumption of 
the probabilistic reliability analyses for the corroded pipelines is the randomness of the load and resistance 
parameters determining the limit state function (LSF). The LSF or performance function is defined for this mode of 
failure as the difference between the pipeline failure pressure Pfp and the pipeline operating pressure Pop, i.e.. 
LSF(Pfp,Pop) = Pfp - Pop                                          (1) 

In this study, the modified B31G model is employed to estimate the pipeline failure pressure. 
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The folias factor, M is dependent on defect length, L, pipe diameter, D and pipe wall thickness, t. Pop is the 
operating Pressure. Rd  is the radial corrosion rate T0 is the time of last inspection. Ts is the pipeline elapsed time 
Ys is the yield strength of the pipe material. Various parameters for failure pressure model were also fixed based on 
research studies and analysis. These factors were discussed in detail before finalisation. Details of this model can be 
found from elsewhere (Caleyo et al, 2000[22]; Santosh et al., 2006[23]). Categorisation of failure probabilities with 
respect of level of severity is required for applying RBI. Typical categorisation framed for all type of components is 
shown in Table 1, based on the results of analysis and expert opinion. 

 
Table 1: Probability of failure categories 

Probability of Failure (PoF)value Category 

1e-4 to 1.0 5 Very high 
1e-5 to 1e-4 4 High 
1e-6 to 1e-5 3 Medium 
1e-8 to 1e-6 2 Low 
< 1e-8 1 Very low 

 
APPLICATION OF RBI IN PROCESS PLANTS 
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For estimation of consequences from a process plant, guidelines from API 581 (API,1998 [24]) serve to be 
most suitable option. API 581 facilitates analysis in three modes: qualitative, semi-qualitative and quantitative. For 
the scope of this paper, qualitative approach, which is modified for applying on the H2S based process plant is 
described. Qualitative approach mainly considers different factors to account for the severity of chemicals used, 
their flammable properties, detection systems installed in the plant site, isolating systems provided to mitigate 
accident situation, damage potential and health effects. Since H2S is a flammable as well as toxic chemical, both 
damage as well as toxic categories were analysed for all components.  The quantity categorization for quantity factor 
specified in API 581 (for both Damage Consequence Factor and Health Consequence Factor) is a general 
categorization to suit the needs of all type of industries. Since the total inventory of H2S handled in Process Plant 
falls in the low category as per API 581, the criteria will not be suitable for applying to our plants. Also, treating 
ground level and stack level release in same manner was not acceptable. This directs us to redefine this factor to 
tailor as per the scenario existing in Process Plant. Table 2 and 3 present the various factors used except quantity 
factor, the values chosen and the technical basis for the choice for damage as well as toxic consequence respectively, 
as suggested in API 581. 

 
Table 2: Factors for damage consequence category 
Sl. No: Factor Value Remarks 
1 Chemical 15 CF1=5; CF2=4; 
2 Quantity - Different approach required 
3 State 2.5 Process temperature (Tp)=303 ; Boiling temperature for 

operating pressure (Tb) = 253 
4 Escalation 2.925 ESF1=1.5; ESF2=1.5; ESF3=1.3 
5 Credit  0.443 Factor 40=0.95; factor 41=1; factor 42=0.8 factor 43=0.85; 

factor 44 = 1; factor 45=0.8; factor 46= 1; factor 47=0.95; 
factor 48= 0.95; factor 49=0.95; 

6 Damage Potential factor 6 DPF1 =4; DPF2=2; 
Damage Consequence Factor = Chemical x Quantity x State x Escalation x Credit x Damage Potential 

 
Table 3: Factors for health consequence category 

Sl. No: Factor Value Remarks 
1 Toxic 

Quantity 
- TQF1 has been modified suitably; TQF2 =10 

2 Dispersibility 1 Different approach required 
3 Credit 0.648 Factor 60=0.8; factor 61=0.9; factor 62=0.9; 
4 Population 50  

Health Consequence Factor = Toxic Quantity × Dispersibility × Credit × Population 

A new approach based on detailed CFD computations was evolved for categorisation of quantity for any 
process plant. The various steps involved in applying the approach is given below.  

1. Postulate accidental release of H2S either from stack level or ground level 
2. Use CFD heavy gas dispersion model to estimate concentration in ppm of H2S, exposure time values at a 

said distance for prevailing weather conditions 
3. Find the probit numbers from the probit relationship 
4. Associate the probit numbers with quantity factors in API 581. 

 
RELEASE SCENARIOS OF H2S 
 

It is required to estimate critical quantities corresponding to various severity levels for release of H2S from 
stack level and ground level. Release quantity from 75 kg to 3MT in a ground level and from 0.12 MT to 20 MT in a 
stack level release scenarios were analysed. Release type can be of instantaneous or continuous. For our analysis, 
instantaneous type of release is considered for atmospheric dispersion. The concentration of H2S at 1.6 km was kept 
as the boundary condition for categorising the severity level of quantity factor used in API 581. 

 
CFD MODEL FOR ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSION 
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For studying the atmospheric dispersion of H2S, instead of conventional Gaussian Plume Model (GPM) 
calculations which are oversimplified, data generated from well-recognized/validated computer software (i.e. Fire 
Dynamics Simulator) is considered suitable for dense gas dispersion. Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) is a field 
model based software developed by NIST (USA) and has built-in dedicated computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
model to describe and analyse fire in multiple compartment geometries. The code solves numerically the set of 
governing equations of mass, momentum (Navier-Stroke) and energy conservation appropriate for low-speed, 
thermally-driven flows of multispecies gas mixture to describe the smoke and heat transport arising from fires.The 
details of formulation of the equations and the choice of numerical algorithm available are contained in a companion 
document, called Fire Dynamics Simulator – User’s Guide (McGrattan et al 2010 [25). Fire Dynamics Simulator has 
two modules, the first, called simply FDS, is a Fortran 90 computer program that solves the governing equations 
described in elsewhere (McGrattan et al 2007 [26]) and second, called SMOKEVIEW which is an OpenGL graphics 
program that allows one to visualize the results. All of the input parameters required by FDS to describe the 
particular scenario of interest are inferred via one or two input text files created by the user, in the format described 
in the input manual. A detailed systematic validation (McGrattan et al 2007 [27) and verification (McGrattan et al 
2007 [28) exercise for the FDS hydrodynamic model can be referred to. The FDS predictions have demonstrated 
very good agreement with the experimental data. 

 

  
Fig. 2: Schematic of discretisation Fig. 2: Schematic of source

 

 

Figure 3 From analytical  Figure 4 From CFD 
The computational domain was 4400m (length) X 2000m (width) x 480m (height). The source is released 

from stack and ground depending on the assumed accident scenario with a range of quantities of dense gas release. 
The left side boundary was modeled as inlet where the available wind velocity (constant wind) was applied. The 
scalar was released from the stack at a height of 122m. H2S released was considered for 30 minute duration at a 
constant rate. Constant Velocity (3 m/sec) normal to inlet plane entering into the domain was applied at inlet 
boundary. Other three sides are modeled as open to atmosphere. A large set of simulation have been performed 
assuming a perfect flat terrain with no obstructive components and structures and by varying the source strength. 
The Figure 3 depicts the typical scalar concentration transient from analytical calculation whereas figure 4 depicts 
the results from a CFD study (both from different calculation) at a typical receptor location. The objective of 
showing this concentration profile is the area under this which is a measure of the risk due to scalar exposure. 
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Fig.5: Gas mass fraction at start of release (xy plane) Fig. 6: Gas mass fraction during release(xy plane) 

  
Fig. 7: Gas mass fraction  after release (xy plane) Fig. 8: Gas mass fraction  clearing phase(xy plane) 

  
Fig. 9: Gas gas mass fraction at start of release (xz 

plane) 
Fig. 10: Gas mass fraction during release(xz plane) 

  
Fig. 11: Gas mass fraction  after release (xz plane) Fig. 12: Gas mass fraction  clearing phase(xz plane)  

The typical transient in an instantaneous source will depict a peak which it attains at finite time and decay 
duration from the peak to insignificant concentration values. The figure below depicts this schematically. The figure 
5 to Figure 8 shows the contour of mass fraction just above the ground level in xy plane at start, during  and after 
release and also at clearing phase for a specified wind speed. Few more  data sets have been generated for different 
mass. Similarly the figure 9 -12 depicts the mass fraction contours at xz plane at various stages of release. CFD 
analysis estimates the concentration and the exposure time at the boundary for various releases scenarios postulated 
from the concentration transients. Typical concentration transients result obtained for   ground release (various 
source strength of dense gas)  at 1.6 Km receptor. Similar concentration transients for  stack release (various source 
strength of dense gas) were also obtained. . From CFD analysis, it was found that concentration at a distance is 
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controlled by the point of release. Different cases from stack and ground release was able to capture the probit 
relation graph. Some of the cases performed and the subsequent probit relation is shown in Table 4. 

 
Table 4: Evaluation of probit parameters from results obtained from cfd calculations 

Case peak conc time Area Conc in ppm 
(C) 

time in min 
(T) CnT Probit value % fatality 

75 kg  2.31E-05 8.80E+01 2.11E-03 2.40E+01 1.47E+00 4.13E+03 -1.65E+01 9.54E-60 

150 kg  1.78E-04 5.20E+01 9.67E-03 1.86E+02 8.67E-01 4.09E+05 -5.63E+00 1.46E-14 

250 kg  2.91E-04 5.40E+01 1.61E-02 2.98E+02 9.00E-01 1.38E+06 -2.75E+00 1.24E-07 

750 kg  7.48E-04 5.80E+01 4.50E-02 7.76E+02 9.67E-01 1.62E+07 3.08E+00 6.98E+00 

1000 kg  9.28E-04 6.10E+01 5.77E-02 9.46E+02 1.02E+00 2.80E+07 4.37E+00 3.14E+01 

1500 kg 0.00122 65 0.08047 1.24E+03 1.08E+00 5.84E+07 6.11E+00 8.04E+01 

G
ro

un
d 

re
le

as
e 

1700 kgL 0.00132 67 0.08876 1.32E+03 1.12E+00 7.13E+07 6.58E+00 8.88E+01 
0.12MT  4.24E-08 2.70E+01 1.78E-06 6.60E-02 4.50E-01 5.03E-04 -5.42E+01 0.00E+00 

5MT  2.04E-05 1.09E+03 4.77E-03 4.38E+00 1.82E+01 7.29E+02 -2.06E+01 1.17E-84 

10 MT  2.41E-04 1.70E+03 2.87E-01 1.69E+02 2.83E+01 1.05E+07 2.05E+00 1.16E+00 

15 MT  3.80E-04 2.00E+03 5.18E-01 2.59E+02 3.33E+01 3.60E+07 4.97E+00 4.90E+01 

St
ac

k 
re

le
as

e 

20 MT  5.68E-04 1.70E+03 7.66E-01 4.51E+02 2.83E+01 1.22E+08 7.86E+00 9.86E+01 

 
CONCLUSION 
 

The source strength at ground and stack level was varied as per the required ranges source and probit 
values for all scenario was calculated in conjunction with the CFD which was used to generate the transient 
concentration data set. CFD computation was performed using Large eddy simulation based CFD code Fire 
Dynamics simulator. The concentration was recorded at specified sensors at 1.6 KM. Currently this simulation has 
only been done with an assumption of an instantaneous release which depicts a very severe accident.  This paper has 
investigated the application of the CFD in modelling of  atmospheric dispersion and its subsequent use in risk 
analysis via probit calculation. The approach proposed in the paper tailors the qualitative approach prescribed in API 
581 to be used in any type of process plant. There can still be uncertainties regarding the environmental conditions 
used and their effect on factors employed. It can always be argued that API 581 also provides detailed quantitative 
approach, which can be quite elaborate. However, in practice, simplified approaches, with proper basis for models, 
is required to improve the acceptability of risk based inspection, by plant personnel as well as regulators. 
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